Independence.
Safety.
Comfort.
Convenience.

FEATURES









Patented T5TM Door System (Acrylic models)
Built-in, chair height seat
Built-in grab bar & slip resistant floor
Free standing metal support frame
Color matched drain assembly
Self-cleaning sanitary system (Jet & Dual systems)
Legs only massage (Jet & Dual systems)
Deluxe back massage (Jet & Dual systems)

OPTIONS









Soaker, Jet, Air or Dual massage systems
Minute DrainTM fast water removal system
In-line water heater
Chromatherapy lighting system
Aromatherapy fragrance system
White or biscuit color
Left hand or right hand door configuration
Premium faucet with handheld shower

TUB SIZES (length x width x height)
ACRYLIC
 60” x 32” x 37“
 60” x 32” x 32“
 51“ x 30” x 37“ *
 51” x 26“ x 37” *
 48“ x 28” x 37“ *

GELCOAT
 60” x 30“ x 37”
 54“ x 30” x 38“ *
 52” x 30“ x 42” *
 48“ x 28” x 38“ *

*Extension kits available to fit 60” openings
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pen the door
to a better bathing experience

NOT ALL WALK-IN TUBS ARE CREATED EQUAL
Safety Tubs®, the original inventor and
manufacturer of the first acrylic walk-in bathtub,
brings you innovative design and technology
that makes it easy to get in and out of the bath
and enjoy the comforts of bathing. Safety Tubs
give you the freedom to enjoy luxurious bathing
experiences – on your own – in safety, comfort
and convenience.

SAFETY TUBS® FEATURES & OPTIONS

Safety Tubs® offers the most comprehensive
features and options in the industry including:












Patented T5TM Door System ensures watertight
seal – Lifetime guarantee
Premium hi-gloss acrylic or gelcoat construction
Self-cleaning sanitary system
Minute DrainTM water removal system
Chromatherapy lighting system
Aromatherapy fragrance system
Soaker, Jet, Air or Dual massage systems
Legs only massage that runs with tub half full
Deluxe back jets for targeted relief
Premium faucet with handheld shower

MINUTE DRAINTM MEANS NO WAITING

multiple
spa options

INDEPENDENCE. SAFETY. COMFORT. CONVENIENCE.

innovative
safety and
comfort
features

Our patent-pending Minute DrainTM drains up to
8 times faster than regular drains which means no
waiting to exit the tub.

W

hirlpool
Systems, Features
& Options

HYDROTHERAPY

Once used only in health spas, warm whirlpool
bath therapy is now a common and effective
treatment for symptoms of arthritis, back pain and
other common ailments. While soaking in warm
water alone increases circulation and helps realize
the relief of certain types of pain, the addition of a
Massage System increases the overall health
benefits of a warm bath.

PREMIUM JET SYSTEM WITH
DELUXE BACK & LEGS ONLY MASSAGE

Tailor the effects of your whirlpool experience with
the Deluxe Back and Legs Only Massage. Direct the
flow of water solely to the well area of the tub to
carefully massage your lower legs - this option
works with the tub only half full, too. The Deluxe
Back Massage consists of multiple, strategically
positioned jets for the most comfortable and
therapeutic lower back massage available.

FIVE STAR AIR BUBBLE SYSTEM

Send thousands of warm air bubbles bouncing
throughout the tub to create a soft, full body
champagne bath. Unlike most air systems,
the Safety Tubs® Five Star Air Bubble System forces
bubbles farther and deeper into the tub for an all
over gentle massage experience.

DUAL MASSAGE

Combine the invigorating benefits of the Premium
Jet System with the soothing touch of the Five
Star Air Bubble System for the ultimate in hydrotherapy.

